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“The plane split into two, a small part on the tail
end that burned and a larger part that crashed into a
rockface. We have extracted at least 100 bodies and
the rest are still inside,” the officer, who requested
anonymity, said.

Egyptian and Russian authorities said it was too
early to draw any conclusions about the cause of the
crash. Bodies were being removed from the scene
and transported to various hospitals with 34 arriving
in the Zeinhom morgue in Cairo early in the evening. 

Egypt has recovered the black box of the airliner
that crashed.

“The black box was recovered from the tail of the
plane and has been sent to be analyzed by experts,”
the office of Prime Minister Sharif Ismail said, adding
that rescuers had recovered 129 bodies from the site
of the crash. Ismail later told a press conference that
experts will “start examining the information in the
black box, and based on this we will study the causes
of the crash”.

Islamic State, in a statement on Twitter, said it had
brought down the aircraft. “You who kill  will  be
killed.” Russia, an ally of Syrian President Bashar Al-
Assad, launched air raids against opposition groups
in Syria including Islamic State on Sept 30.

Security sources said they had no indication the
Airbus had been shot down or blown up. But in an
illustration of sensitivity of the crash, Egypt invited
Russian authorities to take part in the investigation.

Sinai is the scene of an insurgency by militants
close to Islamic State, who have killed hundreds of
Egyptian soldiers and police and have also attacked
Western targets in recent months.  Much of the Sinai
is a restricted military zone. Islamist fighters in Sinai
are not believed to have missiles capable of hitting a
plane at 30,000 feet. Islamic State websites have in
the past claimed responsibility for actions that have
not been conclusively attributed to them.

Telephones Ringing
But two of Europe’s largest airlines, German carrier

Lufthansa and Air France-KLM, said they would avoid
flying over the Sinai peninsula until there was clarity
about the cause of the crash. Russian President
Vladimir Putin declared a day of national mourning
for today. The passengers included 214 Russians and
three Ukrainians. A middle-aged man in a grey over-
coat, who gave his first name as Nayeel, wept as he
spoke to reporters as he came out of a hotel near St
Petersburg’s Pulkovo airport, where a special recep-
tion center has been set up for families of the victims.
He said that his wife had been on the plane. “At six
am she sent me a text message saying: I’m boarding.
God be with me.’ And that was it,” he said. The man
said the rest of the family had already returned from
a holiday in Egypt, but his wife had opted to stay on,
which is why she was on the Saturday morning flight.

Overflights 
Air France and Lufthansa said yesterday they will

stop flying over Egypt’s Sinai peninsula after the
Russian passenger plane went down in the area. The
airlines said they were taking the measure as a pre-
caution while the cause of the Russian crash was
investigated. 

An Air France spokesperson told AFP they would
not fly over Sinai until further notice, “as a precau-
tion” while “clarification” was sought over why the
Russian charter plane crashed. Lufthansa told the

German newspaper Die Welt it was taking the same
measure for the same reason.

The A321 is a medium-haul jet in service since
1994, with over 1,100 in operation worldwide and a
good safety record. It is a highly automated aircraft
relying on computers to help pilots stay within safe
flying limits. Airbus said the A321 was built in 1997
and had been operated by Metrojet since 2012. It had
flown 56,000 hours in nearly 21,000 flights and was
powered by engines from International Aero Engines
consortium, which includes United Technologies unit
Pratt & Whitney and Germany’s MTU Aero Engines.

Emergenc y ser vices and aviat ion special ists
searched the wreckage for any clues to the crash.
One of two flight recorders, key to any investigation,
was quickly found, but wreckage was scattered over a
wide area. The security officer said 120 bodies had
been found intact. “We are hearing a lot of tele-
phones ringing, most likely belonging to the victims,
and security forces are collecting them and putting
them into a bag,” he said. Russia’s Investigative
Committee said it was checking fuel samples from
the aircraft ’s last refueling stop, in the southern
Russian c ity  of  Samara,  according to RIA news
agency. Searches were being carried out at Moscow’s
Domodedovo airport where the airline that operated
the plane is based.

Kogalymavia was founded in 1993, and was earlier
called Kolavia. Its fleet consists of two A320s and sev-
en A321s. Russia and other former Soviet republics
have relatively poor safety records,  notably on
domestic flights.

Some Russian air crashes have been blamed on
the use of ageing aircraft, but industry experts point
to other problems, including poor crew training,
crumbling airports, lax government controls and neg-
lect of safety in the pursuit of  profits. The aircraft
took off at 5:51 am Cairo time (0351 GMT) and disap-
peared from radar screens 23 minutes later, Egypt’s
Civil Aviation Ministry said in a statement. It was at an
altitude of 31,000 feet (9,400 meters) when it van-
ished from radar screens.

Accidents at cruising altitude are one of the rarest
categories of accidents but also among the most
deadly, accounting for 13 percent of fatal incidents
but 27 percent of fatalities since 2005, according to
Boeing. Investigators would be looking into, among
other things, the weather at the time, the pilots’
experience, maintenance records, signs of a stall and
any evidence of an explosion. Experts consistently
warn air accidents are usually caused by a cocktail of
factors, both human and technical. According to
FlightRadar24, an authoritative Sweden-based flight
tracking service, the aircraft was descending rapidly
at about 6,000 feet (1,800 meters) per minute when
the signal was lost to air traffic control. —  Agencies

224 perish as Russian plane crashes in Sinai
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His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah also sent
cables of similar sentiments. 

National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanim sent a
cable of condolences to Russian Federation Council
Speaker Valentina Matvienko and Chairman of the State
Duma Sergey Naryshkin on the death of 224 passengers of
the Russian airliner yesterday. — KUNA
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Alarm bells are also ringing about the state of
democracy in the country of 78 million following a
string of high-profile police raids and prosecutions
against media groups and journalists considered crit-
ical of Erdogan and his government.

Election fatigue 
The June result put paid to Erdogan’s hopes of

expanding his role into a powerful US-style executive
presidency that opponents fear would mean fewer
checks and balances on a man seen as increasingly
autocratic. “Sunday’s parliamentary elections will
really be about curbing or enhancing Erdogan’s pow-
er,” said Asli Aydintasbas of the European Council on
Foreign Relations.

A total of 54 million Turks are registered to vote,
but observers say fatigue has set in, and the run-up
to the election has been much more low-key than the
frenzied campaigning ahead of  the June pol l .
Security remains the paramount concern after the
bloody attack on a peace rally in Ankara that prose-
cutors say was carried out by a sleeper cell on the
orders of the Islamic State group to disrupt today’s
election.

Police have rounded up scores of IS suspects in
raids across the country amid media reports that a
jihadist cell could be planning a spectacular attack
such as a hijacking. “We need a strong government to
guarantee stability,” Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu,
a close Erdogan ally, said on Friday.

The Ankara atrocity followed a similar bombing on
Kurdish activists in a town on the Syrian border in
July that thrust the NATO ally into a “war on terror-
ism” against IS extremists and PKK rebels in Turkey

and Iraq. Ankara, which is already struggling with
more than two million Syrian refugees, found itself
drawn directly into the quagmire across the border
this summer.

It joined the US-led coalition against Islamic State
fighters in July, after initially helping some Islamic
rebel groups opposed to the Damascus regime.

G20 summit 
But concerns about Turkey’s domestic and foreign

policies have seen it more isolated on the interna-
tional stage, as relations with the EU and US cool and
it loses friends in the Middle East. Turkey’s faltering
economy is also at risk, with growth slowing sharply
from the dizzy heights of five years ago and the
Turkish lira plunging around 26 percent so far in
2015.

All eyes will again be on the Peoples’ Democratic
Party (HDP), which made history in June when it
became the first pro-Kurdish movement in parlia-
ment and gained enough seats to block an AKP
majority. Analysts expect the AKP to try to form a
coalition with at least one other party in the event of
another hung parl iament,  probably the secular
Republican People’s Party (CHP) which came second
in June.

But the outcome could leave Turkey without a
government as it hosts world  leaders, including US
President Barack Obama for the G20 summit in the
Mediterranean resort of Antalya on November 15 and
16. Davutoglu, who could be fighting for his political
life if the AKP fails again to win at least 276 of the 550
seats in parliament, insisted another election was not
on the cards for fatigued voters.

“Turkey would not tolerate another rerun,” he said
this week.  — AFP

Campaigning wraps up for Turkey vote
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The blaze broke out at around 11:00 pm (2100 GMT)
Friday at the Colectiv nightclub, where according to
witnesses between 200 and 400 youngsters had gath-
ered for a performance by rock group Goodbye to
Gravity. Twenty-six people died in the club and one
died in hospital, the secretary of state for the interior,
Raed Arafat, said after a meeting of a national emer-
gency committee. 

Of the nearly 200 injured, 146 people were hospital-
ized for burns, smoke inhalation and other injuries, he
said. Hospital sources said 10 were in a critical condi-
tion. The band’s singer and bassist were said to be in a
serious condition, according to local reports. “This is
the worst tragedy of its kind” to have ever happened in
Bucharest,  Arafat said.

Iohannis said he was “shocked” and in “deep pain”.
“It is a very sad moment for our nation,” he said in a
post on his Facebook page, expressing his “solidarity
and compassion” for the families of the victims.

Witnesses described nightmarish scenes when fire-
works, let off as part of a show to promote the band’s
new album, set fire to a pillar and part of the ceiling.
The crowd panicked as thick smoke engulfed the
room, prompting people to scramble to escape from
the club, located in a communist-era basement.

“People were fainting, they were fainting because
of the smoke. It was total chaos, people were tram-

pled,” witness Victor Ionescu told local television sta-
tion Antena 3.

Another witness, Alin Panduru, said the fire spread
“in 30 seconds”. “People could not get out of the club
because there was only one exit open and the stam-
pede happened immediately,” he told online news por-
tal Hotnews. Several media outlets reported that a sec-
ond exit was closed at the time when the blaze broke
out.

Many of the casualties suffered from leg injuries
after being trampled, according to health authorities.

More than 500 firefighters, ambulance crew and
police were mobilized. Hundreds of people responded
to calls on Facebook for blood donations, with long
queues forming outside several hospitals and dona-
tion centers in the capital early yesterday. Authorities
have also set up telephone helplines for members of
the public trying to locate friends and relatives.
Identifying the victims has proved difficult as many
were not carrying IDs. Music website Metalhead has
published a list of anyone who has been hospitalized
and was able to give their name on its Facebook page.

Fireworks and restricted exits have been a lethal
combination in many nightclub fires around the
world. In one of the worst such disasters, 156 clubbers
in the Russian city of Perm died in 2009 in a blaze
caused by pyrotechnics, and 83 were injured. Seven
people were jailed for up to nine years after the
tragedy. — AFP

Romania club blaze kills 27
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He also took the region’s countries to task for their
restrictive politics and lack of openness, saying it was
the marginalization of moderate voices rather than the
Arab Spring calls for freedom in 2011 that had caused
instability.

“Where there was hope for more open, accountable,
and democratic government in 2011, there is now -
with few exceptions - more violence, fear, and chaos,”
Blinken said.

He said US engagement in the Middle East, while
deeper than ever, was broad and went beyond the mili-
tary aspect, and there could be no military solution to
Syria’s war. On Friday, the United States disclosed plans
to station its first ground troops in Syria for the war

against Islamic State. Washington has sought to reas-
sure Gulf allies that its reluctance to actively participate
in military efforts to push Assad from power does not
mean it is turning its back on the region or on its tradi-
tional Arab partners.

Delegates at the Manama conference, a rare region-
al talking shop on security, included ministers, diplo-
mats and intelligence officials from countries in the
Middle East and North Africa, Gulf Arab states as well as
the United States and Britain.  Gulf-based Russian
diplomats were also present.

Saudi Foreign Minister Jubeir added that he hoped
Iran would use its additional revenue after sanctions on
it were lifted following its nuclear deal with world pow-
ers to develop its economy “rather than for aggressive
policies”.  — Reuters

Russia risks Syrian quagmire: US
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Authorities in war-hit Yemen and in Oman yesterday
urged residents to evacuate coastal areas as a severe
cyclone brewing in the Arabian Sea approached the
shores. The UN’s weather agency said on Friday that the
“super cyclonic storm” named Chapala was expected to
make landfall around midnight Monday in Yemen and
Oman. Yemen’s meteorological agency called on resi-
dents of the southeastern provinces of Hadramawt and
Mohrah, and the island of Socotra, to stay at least one
kilometer away from the shores. It said activities at ports
and airports in coastal areas should stop when the
cyclone hits, and urged fishermen to stay on land and to
lift their boats out of water to avoid losses.

To the east, Omani authorities ordered that schools
be closed today and tomorrow in the southwestern
province of Dhofar, ONA state news agency said, adding
that medical and diving teams had been sent there in
preparation for the storm.

Satellite images have shown that Chapala was
approaching the shores with wind speeds between 220
and 250 kilometers (136 and 155 miles) per hour, ONA
said. Oman’s civil aviation authority warned that waves
higher than seven metres (23 feet) were expected to hit
the beaches of Dhofar.

The UN’s World Meteorological Organization
described Chapala as “an extremely severe cyclonic
storm”. WMO said that Chapala’s wind speed was the
equivalent of a category four hurricane. —  Agencies

Rains continue to lash Kuwait


